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The present invention relates to magnetizable 
hand tools and more particularly to hand tools 
suitable for use either magnetized or non 
magnetized. ' 

The present invention contemplates hand tools 
such as wrenches and screwdrivers having work 
engaging tips or ends adapted to cooperate with 
the magnetizable work piece, such as a screw, a 
nut or a bolt head, and provided with a perma 
nent magnet which can be brought into posi- - 
tion to magnetize the tip so that it then acts as 
a keeper, or shifted to another position, where 
upon the magnetized tip loses its magnetism, 
and the permanent magnet is retained there. 
It is thus possible to use the screwdriver, wrench ‘ 
or similar article as an ordinary nonmagnetized 
tool or as a magnetized tool, as desired. 
According to the present invention the shank 

of the tool is made of non-magnetizable tubular 
material, such as stainless steel, and is connect 
ed at its end or ends to a suitable tip for the 
work intended. At the end of the non-magne» 
tizable tube remote from the magnetizable tip 
there is a second magnetizable keeper adapted 
to retain the permanent magnet‘ against it. 
Where the tool has two working ends each may 
be magnetizable. . 

‘ Other and further objects‘will appear as the 
description proceeds. . 

The accompanying drawings show, for pur 
poses of illustrating the present invention, sev 
eral embodiments in which the invention may 
take form, it being understood that the draw~ 
ings are illustrative of the invention rather 
than limiting the same. 
In these drawings: 
Figure 1 is an exploded perspective view illus 

trating a screwdriver in which the present in 
vention is embodied; 

Figure 2 is a sectional View of the screwdriver 
assembled and showing the magnet in position 
to magnetize the screwdriver bit; 

Figure 3 is a view similar to Figure 2 showing 
the magnet in position to demagnetize the tip; 
Figure 4 is an elevational view illustrating 

the manipulation employed when the permanent 
magnet is to be shifted toward the work engag 
ing tip; 

Figure 5 is a similar view illustrating the 
shifting of the magnet away from the same; 
Figure 6 is a fragmentary sectional view illus 

trating the use of a magnetizable tip in the form 
of a wrench socket; 
Figure 7 is a fragmentary view illustrating 

the magnetizable tip in the form of a box 
wrench; and 
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Figure 8 is an elevational view on a small scale 

illustrating the tool adapted for use as both a 
wrench and screwdriver. 
As shown in Figs. 1 to 5, the screwdriver is of 

conventional appearance. It has a hard steel 
magnetizable tip or bit 50, reduced at the end 
as indicated at H to ?t the slot of a screw S, 
and received in the lower end of a nonmagne 
tizable metal tube l2, preferably stainless steel. 
The parts It and it are brased together. The 
upper end of the tube i2 receives a soft iron in 
sert I 3 which is held in place in any suitable 
manner. The tube 62 also receives a magnet l4 
permanently magnetized lengthwise, as indi 
cated. The upper end of the handle as shown 
in Figs. 1 and 3 receives a handle [5 which may 
be secured to it in any suitable manner, as for 
example, by knurling on the tube H2. The length 
of the tube I2 is such that some free space is 
provided between the permanent magnet l4 and 
the magnetizable members II and [3 so that 
when the magnet is in contact with one of the 
magnetizable members there is an air gap be 
tween it and the other magnetizable member. 
The permanent magnet M has su?icient mass 

relative to the attractive force it exerts on the 
keepers It] or it so that it can be dislodged from 
whichever keeper it is in contact with and shifted 
to the other keeper. If one wishes to have the 
tip 10 magnetized, such a condition may be as 
sured by grasping the screwdriver as illustrated 
in Fig. 4 and bringing the tip down against some 
relatively ?xed stop so that the movement of 
the entire screwdriver is suddenly interrupted. 
This will have imparted sumcient inertia to the 
magnet so that it will break away from the up 
per keeper [3 and slide down the tube to the 
lower keeper or tip and will then adhere to and 
magnetize it. 

If, on the other hand, one desires to be sure 
that the tool does not have a magnetized tip, the 
screwdriver is grasped as indicated in Fig. 5 and 
the handle of the screwdriver brought against an 
object with su?icient force to cause the magnet to 
separate from the magnetized tip I 0.. It then 
passes down the tube and adheres to the keeper 
I3 in the handle end of the screwdriver. The op 
eration of shifting the magnet the entire length 
of a long tube is facilitated by gravity when the 
tube is brought down against the abutment or 
stop. When the tube is short, su?icient inertia 
can be imparted to the magnet to separate it from 
one keeper and bring it against the other. 
Figure 6 illustrates a modi?cation in which the 

protruding keeper 20 has a downwardly opening 
socket 2| adapted to ?t nut N. When a mag 
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netizable nut is inserted into the socket it is held 
there. In the form shown in Fig. '7 the magnetiz 
able element 23 is in the form of a box wrench. 
Other forms such as Allen and open-ended 
wrench heads may of course be employed. 
In the arrangement shown in Fig. 8, the tube 

30 carries a handle 3! intermediate its ends and 
on one end has a screwdriver bit it! and the other 
a wrench head such as 20. Here the permanent 
magnet l4 travels from one end of the tube 30 to 
the other and each of the keepers is shaped to co 
operate with the work piece, screw or nut. 

Since it is obvious that the invention may be 
embodied in other forms and constructions within... 
the scope of the claims, I wish it to be.understood , 
that the particular form shown is but one of these” 
forms, and various modi?cations .andchangesbe-a 
ing possible, I do not otherwise limit myself in 
any way with respect thereto. 
What is claimed is: 
1. .A handtoolusable as a magnetized tool or, as 
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a nonma'gnetized tool; comprising ,a nonmagnetic W 
shank including ‘a hollow tube, two‘ tube-carried,v 
magnetizable .keeperswhich with the. tube .forrn 
an.».elongated.charnb.er closed: at the..ends,-. one. 
keeper :protrudingand shaped '.to cooperate with . 
a work-piece, and a permanent .magnetinthe 
space between thekeeperszand shorter than .said 
space, the ;magnet'. being gcontactable with . one . 
‘keeper onlyat a-timevtoamagnetize it and having 
su?icient mass to acquire, in response toa sudden. . 
jolt ina- direction opposite .theiorce of. magnetic. 
attraction, an‘ inertia suf?cienttodislodge it from. 
the magnetized keeper. so that . the keeper loses. 
its..magnetismandthegmagnet may move freely 
in the-,tube-andwhen brought. adj acent. the other. 
keeper‘ magnetize the.. same andbe held in‘ posi 
tion thereby. 

2'. A screwdriver usable as a magnetized screw 
driver or as a nonmagnetizedscrewdriver, com-v 
prising a. nomnagnetic shank: including .a- hollow» 
tube, two tube-carried, magnetizable. keepers: 
which with the-tube form‘an. elongated chamber. 
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closed-at the. ends; one keeperi.;protrudingv. and . 
shaped to- form a screwdriverbitto cooperate 45 

with .a .work :piece, a permanent. magnet. in . the. ; 
space between'the; keepers andshorter ‘than ‘said .. > 
space, > the‘ magnet, being; contactable'. with one .; 
keeper-only at a time tomagnetize; it ;and.having ; 
suiiicient mass .to acquire, in responsetoia sudden. 
jolt in a direction opposite the force"of.'magnetic.; 
attraction, an inertia su?icient to'dislodge it from‘ 
the.~magnetized keeper so thatcthe keeper. loses 
its magnetism and themagnetmayamovev freely. 
in the tube and‘when-‘broughtadjacenttheother. 
keepenmagnetize the. sameqand' be held in posi: 
tion thereby, and a handle securedto the shank; 

3. A wrench usable as ‘.a- magnetized wrench. or‘ 
as a nonmagnetized wrench, comprising :a non 
magnetic shank including a hollow tube, two 
tube-carried,-v magnetizable : keepers ...which; with .. 
the tube form an elongated. chamberzolosed at the 
ends, one keeper protruding .andishapedato .form'... 
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a wrench head to cooperate with a workrpiecaa '~. 
permanent magnet 1 in ‘the . space : betweerr; the; 65 . 

4 
keepers and shorter than said space, the magnet 
being oontactable with one keeper only at a time 
to magnetize it and having su?icient mass to ac 
quire, in response to a sudden jolt in a direction 
opposite the force of magnetic attraction, an in 
ertia suf?cient to dislodge it from the magnetized 
keeper so that the keeper loses its magnetism and 
the magnet may move freely in the tube and when 
brought adjacent the other keeper magnetize the 
samerand be held’ in position :: thereby, and a 
handle secured to the shank.‘ . 

4:. A hand tool usable as a magnetized tool or 
as’a nonmagnetized tool and comprising, a stain 
less:-.steel,iétubular, manually rotatable shank, a 
magnetizable tool head ?xedly secured at one 
end‘of the'shank and closing o? that end of the 
shank-,..aamagnetizable keeper spaced from the 
tool head and closing off the shank to form an 
elongated space, a handle carried by the shank, 
and a permanent magnetirin the space between 
the.magnetizableeelementsgiand.shorter: than said 
space; thetmagnet :being; contactable. with: one-a1 

suchuelement;onlylatga .time .to: magnetize it -.:and:; having suf?cient mass to acquire, in response-.‘to; .. 

a -.sudden':jolt.;in-. a..dir.ection...opposite ..the .? .force 
oilmagnetic:attractionpan inertia‘ sufficient toe; 
dislodge it rfrom: the .magnetizedelement soithat; . 
it ..loses>.-,~its: magnetism-1' and"; the; magnet may; 
move.:freely :inzthe; tube..1and:.;when. broughtzad-zr ~ 
jacent= the. other: magnetizabl’e-l. .elementr. mag-y - 
netize stheisameiand..be;held:in; position: therebyz'. . 

5...A>.screwdriverihaving a’ magnetizablescrews- > 
driver 1-bit; a, tube of. nonmagnetizable 1111613311. into: . 
the end of ‘.whichthe bitzis nonrotatablysecured;., 
a magnetizable .. plug: carriedin: theizother end of ' 
the tube; _ handles securedato';the1~tubev and:v a2: 
permanent::magnet1shorter: zptl'ianuzthev spacing- of . 
the..magnetizab1eLparts ;and;movable in the-tube 
between themagnetizable .parts,>theimagnetvhav- - a 

ing; insufficient adherence .‘ to :. the .2 magnetizable » 

part'with WhlClI'it lS‘ziIl contactztorholditltherea 
when the screwdriverv "is :subjected .to .' ads-sudden; 
joltxtending; to': dislodge the: magnet; 

6. *A 1..wrench zhaving. a . magnetizable z-WI'BDLOhI‘T 

head, a. .tubersof nonmagnetizableametal 111110713118’ end‘.v of .vwhichctheiwrench ‘head.- is nonrotatably'." 

secured, a magnetizable plug carried’JinLthe:other‘;v 
end; of 2. the .':-tube, L a': handle secured ‘.to s the: tube 
and a permanent magnet shorter’; than ..‘..the‘:..: 
spacing ‘of: thei-vmagnetizable partsrandwxmovable 
in the tube‘between1"thermagnetizableiparts; they 
magnet having .insu?icient‘adherencetether-mag: ' 
‘netizable apartzwithiwhich it'is iILCOIItaCtLtOIhOIdXJ 
it there c-when;..the.: wrench .is subjected. to a sud-‘r1 
den jolt tending to dislodge: the-magnet: f' 
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